UNCW’s Taskstream Accountability Management System (AMS)
Getting Started Guide
1. Logging In
Go to https://www.taskstream.com
Log in using your UNCW email address as your username. When you create your password for
your Taskstream account, you may want to make note of it for future reference.
Username: ___________________________________________
Password: ___________________________________________
The first time you log in you will create a security question and answer. If you ever need to
retrieve or change your password, you will be prompted to provide the answer to your
question.
Security Question Answer: ____________________________________________

2. Homepage Features
The AMS Homepage includes basic features for navigation, communication, accessing
resources and finding information or assistance. The menu bars and the use of tabs on the
homepage are available on all pages, including those in Program Assessment Workspaces.
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Clicking on the
Home icon in the
upper left of the
navigation bar will
take you back to your
homepage.
When you see the
question mark or Help
icon it is usually
“clickable” and will
take you to
information about a
feature or option.
The Need Assistance? menu provides you with options for accessing support from Taskstream
specialists, by email, online, via the Taskstream Blog and by phone when you cannot find the
information you need or you need assistance with your account.

At the top of the homepage to the right you will find a navigation bar that includes links to
My Account, where you will find tabs for updating your personal information, preferences
for your Taskstream messages (forward or do not forward), and the roles you are assigned
for workspaces you are affiliated with. Your username, password, or email address can also
be updated here. You can also Logout of Taskstream from this navigation bar, access Help
or return to the Taskstream Main Page.

To the left of the top of the homepage you will find a navigation bar that includes links to
resource features. To start, the Messages feature will be most useful. The Message
Center is an internal email program used to exchange messages with other Taskstream
subscribers. This is a great way to communicate with other individuals working with you
on the program assessment process. Since your Taskstream Message Center account is
separate from your UNCW email address, it can be used to keep all of your AMS
communication in one place.
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Shared Resources is a repository of materials shared by Taskstream members, resources
will be available to UNCW users in the future. The Locator tool allows you to search for
other Members. The Resource Tools include: a Rubric Wizard for creating and importing
rubrics, a Form Builder for creating forms and surveys, a Web Page Builder for creating
personal or institutional web publications that can be shared via email or published to the
web, and Pack-It-Up and Export tools for downloading reports and documents created in
Taskstream.
You will find links to all the
Assessment Workspaces you
are affiliated with on your
homepage under the
Workspaces tab; including
those you can view and those
you can edit.
If you are affiliated with
multiple Program Assessment
Workspaces, you can either
scroll down to find a
particular workspace or use
the Search function by
entering the program name.
To begin viewing or editing a
workspace, click on
Assessment Workspace
under the name of the
program.
Note: The Faculty Credentials
tool has not been adopted for
use by UNCW, but is available.
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3. Working in a Program Assessment Workspace
Structure
To support the transition from the submission of annual program assessment reports in
electronic file format to creating annual reports using Taskstream, 2014-2015 annual program
assessment reports have been transferred into Taskstream Assessment Workspaces. This
provides program faculty with a basic foundation for future annual reports. The structure of a
Program Assessment Workspace includes:
A General Information section where
information about the program can be added
and support materials can be uploaded.
The Standing Requirements which are those
components of a Program Assessment
Report that remain constant unless the
program’s Mission Statement, Program
Outcomes (POs) or Student Learning
Outcomes (SLOs) are revised or changed.
The Standing Requirements are included in
every annual Program Assessment Report.
Note: When changes are made, the previous
Mission Statement, POs or SLOs will remain
in associated annual Assessment Reports,
while the new Mission Statement, POs or
SLOs will automatically appear in new
Assessment Cycles.

The Annual Assessment Reports, which are organized with information related to Program
Outcomes presented first, followed by information related to Student Learning Outcomes.
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Editing Basics
The standard process for adding or editing content to workspace sections involves: (1)
selecting the section – referred to as a Requirement in Taskstream – where you want to work
in the navigation list to the left of the Workspace and reviewing the overview or instructions
for that requirement; (2) “checking out” that section; (3) adding or editing text, images,
attachments or links; (4) saving the work you have completed; and, (5) “checking in” that
section. Note: You must be on the Edit Content tab to work in the workspace. The other tabs
will be used in the future.

When you are working in a Requirement section (in this case General Information) you
can expand content by clicking on the sideways pointing arrow symbol. You can collapse
content by clicking on the downward pointing arrow.
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To begin adding
or editing
content to a
requirement,
click on the green
Check Out button
in the upper right
corner of the
workspace.
If the requirement is unavailable, you should see the name of the individual who has it
checked out (below the Check Out icon).
Once you have “checked out” a requirement, you can add or edit content. Depending on
the nature of the requirement, you will see different options for adding or editing content.
When you see the Add menu bar, you can add new content by selecting one of the features
in the Add menu (Text & Image, Slideshow, Attachments, Videos or Links).
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For some requirements you will see an Edit button. Clicking on Edit will alow you to add or
edit content. Note: The Map feature will soon include the new UNCW Strategic Plan. If your
program should also map against specialized professional standards, submit the name and
year of adoption for the set to your school/college Assessment Coordinator to be added.

When you have finished working on a requirement, click on the red Check In button.
When you Check
In, you may
Submit a
Comment about
the changes you
made or you may
simply Return to
Work Area. The
log helps keep
track of what has
been done or
needs to be done
to requirements.
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